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Our wonderful cover shot this

month was taken by Jack Hicks.

Jack is a Conservation and 

Biodiversity MSc graduate 

and has studied species in 

Africa, Borneo and the w ilds of 

Cornwall. Jack now focuses on 

utilising his w ildlife photography 

and social media to promote 
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WELCOME TO

New Nature

EMAIL:

EDITORIAL.NEWNATURE@GMAIL.COM

VISIT:

WWW.NEWNATURE.CO.UK

T WITTER/FACEBOOK/INSTAGRAM:

@NEWNATURE_MAG

SAY 
HELLO

Proudly supported by:

Readers’ 
Photographs

What an incredible 

kingfisher shot by 

the very talented 

@markyfullerton

An awesome perspective 

at Brimham Rocks by 

@thevuepoint

Check out our readers 
wild encounters this month

Having fun with these 

fungi from 

@Appletonwild

November is a month of rain and frost, of falling leaves and howling gales, the steady drip of birds 

coming to w inter in Britain now becomes a torrent of ducks, waders, owls and finches. A s there 

are changes in the natural world, there are changes in the world of conservation, and one of the 

most significant of these is the ever-grow ing concept of ‘rew ilding’. At New Nature, we are keen 

to explore what this term means to younger generations of naturalists, so in this rew ilding-themed 

issue we hear from contributors new and old on this complex topic.

We hear why farmers are crucial to rewilding in Ben Eagle’s article (Page 32) , Jack Hicks gives us his thoughts 
on beavers in south-west England (Page 38) and regular Zach Haynes gives us his view on the rewilding 
debate (Page 12). Also, new contributor Alexandros Adamoulas gives us the facts on a potential reintroduction 
of white-tailed eagles to England (Page 24), but Peter Cooper reminds us that successful reintroductions need 
good community engagement (Page 34). On top of all that, our own Alex Pearce interviews the inimitable 
Nick Baker about his exciting new book on rewilding (Page 30).

As always, our regular articles include what autumnal wildlife you need to watch out for this month (Page 8), 
Alice Johnson suggests some really wild places to visit around the UK (Page 10) and in the underrated species 
column I argue that roe deer are just as noteworthy as their larger cousins (Page 14). 

Recent decades have seen paradigm shifts in nature conservation and thoughts are turned towards what the 
future holds and how we can prepare for it. It is the young generations of today that will be living in that future 
and for whom rewilding could be a vital tool in the protection of nature. So, let’s keep up the discussion; please 
read, recommend and share New Nature and let us know what you think on social media. Thank you for your 
support!

Elliot Dowding

Content editor
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So great to see this 

picture of a Eurasian 

scops owl by 

@MarkyFullerton 

We love this comma butterfly 

shot by @NatureNorthEast - 

50 shades of autumn

Another great autumnal shot 

from @NatureNorthEast

A beautiful close up 

from @stevie_evans1

│  Reader’s Photographs  │
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A cheeky wink from this 

lovely barn owl by @arron_

roberts_photography

Want your photographs featured in next 

months issue of New Nature? We love seeing your nature pics and hearing the 

stories behind them so get in touch! You can email us at 

editorial.newnature@gmail.comor tweet us @newnature_mag
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What To Watch For In

Words by Elliot Dowding

│  What To Watch For  │

Atlantic salmon
One of the greatest migrations 
in nature culminates in the 
arrival of great numbers of 
salmon into the rivers of their 
birth across the north of the 
UK. As these fish swim upriver 
to their spawning grounds they 
often encounter obstacles such 
as weirs and waterfalls, which 
they overcome with great zeal. 
The sight of hundreds of salmon 
leaping through rapids and over 
rocks in upland rivers, swollen 
with autumn rain, is a true 
spectacle of this time of year.

Autumn moths
While most butterflies have 
either died or gone into 
hibernation come November, 
some hardy moths are only just 
coming into their stride and 
several species can be found 
braving the harsh weather. 
The winter moth, the two 
similar November moths, both 
autumnal and small autumnal 
moths, and the fluffy December 
moth (which actually peaks in 
the latter half of November) can 
all be attracted to light traps this 
month.

Winter swans
This is the month when the bulk 
of the whooper and Bewick’s 
swan wintering populations 
arrive on our shores in 
spectacular fashion. Scotland, 
Ireland, Northern Britain and 
areas around the Wash and 
the Severn estuary support the 
tens of thousands of these pure 
white birds through the winter. 
The bold yellow patches on the 
bills of these swans, as well as 
their differing body structures, 
readily distinguish them from 
the resident mute swans. A visit 
to Welney, Slimbridge or Martin 
Mere will reward you with the 
impressive sight of flocks of 
swans flying in to land after a 
long journey over the sea.

Hedgehogs
This popular, but increasingly 
scarce, mammal will be forming 
a nest to hibernate in over the 
winter, having increased its 
weight over the last few months 
in preparation. These nests, 
often little more than a bundle 
of dead leaves and grass, can 
be easily missed in compost 
heaps, log stacks or leaf piles 
so it is very important to check 
such places before moving 
or burning garden refuse. 
You can provide safer places 

for hedgehogs to nest with 
purpose-built ‘hog-shelters’ 
or home-made versions using 
bricks or flowerpots.

Snow buntings 
Although a small population of 
this beautiful bunting breeds in 
the mountains of Scotland, the 
majority of sightings of this bird 
are during the winter months 
around the coast of the UK, 
especially in the North and on 
the East Coast. Sightings really 
pick up in November, as a mix of 
juveniles and adults move away 
from breeding sites in the Arctic 
and arrive fresh on our beaches 
and dunes. Depending on the 
location, you may find these 
black, white and pinky-buff 
coloured buntings in just ones 
and twos or in larger flocks of 
tens, regardless, they are always 
a highlight of the season. 

Grey seals
Like most marine mammals, 
seals have an air of mystery 
and excitement to them, as 
they occupy a realm largely 
inaccessible to us as they slide 
with ease and grace into the 
unknowable sea. Between 
September and November, grey 
seals give birth to their downy 
ivory-coloured pups and the 
females with their offspring can 
form large nurseries on quiet 
beaches and islands. A cautious 
observer can get remarkable 
views of these bulky, dog-nosed 
creatures, which are usually not 
very confiding at other times 
of year. There are many good-
sized colonies around the 
country where pupping takes 
place, but perhaps the largest 
and best-known is Blakeney 
Point in Norfolk, which can be 
viewed by boat or by land.- 9 -
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Kielder Forest, Northumberland

The biggest forest in England, this habitat supports a population of the much-
loved red squirrel. It is here that many people travel to catch a glimpse of this 
beautiful creature – a species which once inhabited woodlands across the UK. 
The forest could however be home to another furry mammal in the future, as 
the Lynx UK Trust want to release these carnivores into this area and monitor 
their impact. The population of roe deer could perhaps find themselves being 
stalked by this 1.5m long predator. With or without this fascinating animal the 
forest holds a wealth of extraordinary wildlife to discover.
 

Caledonian Forest, Scotland

Walk amongst this ancient forest to be 
amazed by the trees that grow so tall into 
the sky, and stare at them with the hope 
of seeing a Scottish crossbill or crested 
tit. A landscape once home to fascinating 
creatures, such as European beaver, lynx, 
wild boar, wolves and bears, the largest 
creature you may encounter now is a deer 
bouncing through the undergrowth. This 
remarkable habitat does still however hold 
a population of the elusive capercaillie. A 
network of lochs by the forest further add 
to its charm, it is a place to visit for any 
lover of wildlife and the outdoors.

WHERE TO VISIT
As autumn heads into w inter, we look at the best spots for these 

shortening days and where rew ilding has been embraced

Words by Alice Johnson

|  Where to Visit  |

Knepp Estate, West Sussex

This huge estate, consisting of 3,500 acres, was predominantly dominated 
by farming – the land characteristic of arable and dairy use. The castle, 
which is owned by the Burrells along with the rest of the site, is a key 
point of the area, having been designed by the famous architect John 
Nash. Now however, something else comes to mind when this historic 
estate is mentioned – rewilding. The early 2000s saw the beginnings of 
the project develop as the desire to restore the landscape, with nature 
at the forefront, escalated. Herbivores were eventually set free onto 
the previously agricultural land, and now they freely roam areas of the 
site, with their meat being sold. Ecosystem services have recovered as 
key schemes have been carried out, such as the River Adur restoration 
project. It is a remarkable place where old methods have produced a new 
lease of life, in the form of breeding turtle doves as well as a huge purple 
emperor butterfly population.
 

Knapdale, Scotland

2009 saw a species extinct from our shores 
reintroduced to a beautiful area of Scotland as the 
Scottish Beaver Trial began. The trial lasted five 
years and towards the end of 2016 it was announced 
that beavers could stay in their new found home. 
Located around two hours away from Glasgow you 
can visit Knapdale forest and walk the beaver trail 
– spot signs of their presence across the lake, from 
gnawed trees to incredible dams. Depending on the 
time of year it is also a great place for dragonfly 
sightings, a species which has benefitted from 
the presence of this ecosystem engineer. Visit the 
Barnluasgan Information Centre to find out what 
the beavers have been getting up to on the site.
 

Images: Crested tit, Tony Court; Kielder forest, 
Andrew Bowden; Beaver, NTNU Faculty of 
Natural Science; Knepp castle, Matt Ellery.
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My View On

REWILDING

Words by Zach Haynes

I 
was lucky enough to be asked to 
write an article on rewilding a 
while back for Rewilding Europe, 

which is still up on their website. 
It was great to do and it has meant 
that this is a topic that’s been on 
my mind for quite a while now, so 
it’s nice to be able to write about it 
again. 

When I wrote the article it got 
me thinking that living in North 
Yorkshire, I’m lucky to be able 
to access the countryside easily 
and have wildlife reserves quite 
close to me, but something isn’t 
quite working right. Despite all 
the important work of lots of 
conservation organisations, a lot of 
UK species are declining. Reserves 
are great but they are, in the end, 
only little plots of land that are 
refuges for wildlife. 

I’m not sure if there is anywhere in 
the UK that hasn’t been altered by 
man. Most of the habitats I see are 
agricultural or managed for some 
purpose like grouse moors (hmm!). 
I’m not sure if I have ever been 
anywhere truly wild. We depend on 
the Earth and nature to survive but 
it doesn’t seem we as a species are 
making a very good job of looking 
after nature. 

So, I think rewilding is a very good 
idea, let’s allow nature to take care 
of things. 

I love the thought of having free-
flowing rivers passing through 
almost untouched landscapes, 
possibly with larger, re-introduced 
animals such as beaver, lynx, boar 
and perhaps even wolves. I know 
these are big ambitions and there 
would be a lot of work needed to 
make it happen safely, but in the 
meantime we should start with 
the small things that are just as 

- 12 -

important too. We need to make 
sure they benefit and help to create 
and stabilise the food chain, by 
that I mean the plants, the insects, 
the fungi and everything else that 
would fit into this chain. I’d love to 
walk in my local forest, knowing I 
heard the snort of a boar, or the call 
of a lynx. I’d know that the chance 
of me actually  seeing  one is very 
slim, but I’d know that they’re out 
there, keeping control of the deer 
population, and making this small 
island a better place. Nature would 
be taking care of itself. 

I’d love to see more upland forests. 
Moors are wonderful, quite 
beautiful places, but there are only 
a few small forest plantations on 
the hills near me. The woods we 
have here are mostly in the valleys 
and some are conifer plantations, 
but it would give more variety to 
the landscape to have more upland 
forests. I love that beavers are wild 
again in the UK and that they 
are making a difference, creating 
habitat for insects and helping man 
by creating upland catchments and 
slowing down flood waters.  I’d 
love to see more raptors flying 
freely, being the keen birdwatcher 
I am. I have never seen a hen 
harrier, anywhere, certainly not in 
North Yorkshire. It would be just 
AMAZING to see something 
as beautiful as this bird soaring 
around where I live. So I’d love to 
see more rewilding, letting nature 
flourish and take care of itself 
without man having to intervene.

I’m part of a project called The 
Wild Watch, I’m actually a youth 
patron for the project but I’ll write 
about that another time. I had an 
interesting discussion there with 
somebody, and it was part of one of 
the talks. Nature reserves and the 
wilder places we have don’t tend to 

be joined up to each other. Maybe 
this is a way farming can change 
and help. When the UK is able 
to make its own laws maybe we 
should get the right farms to make 
corridors between wildlife-rich 
places so isolated populations of 
creatures can link up and prosper 
again.

Engaging more young people is 
important too. Whenever I go 
to a nature reserve, such as my 
local nature reserve, Nosterfield, 
or somewhere further afield like 
Lakenheath Fen, it is unusual 
to see people my age. It’s always 
people of my parent’s age, and often 
even older. If we have less young 
people that are into nature, then 
who is going to keep the nature 
reserves going? Who is going to 
keep species like house sparrows 
and bees from going extinct? If 
we don’t get more young people 
involved with nature then in a few 
generations time there isn’t going 
to be anybody who will be walking 
around nature reserves, let alone 
keeping the reserves running in the 
first place. There won’t be anyone 
looking for unusual birds that are 
getting blown in on new weather 
fronts, or rescuing birds, no-one 
to think about wolves or lynx, or 
even more common things like 
mice, or peacock butterflies. What 
I’m saying is, if we don’t inspire 
young people to get into nature, 
then there will hardly be anyone 
here to take care of the Earth, to 
help stop us doing the things that 
harm the planet. I think we need to 
get through to people at a younger 
age as, at my school at least, and 
I fear in many others, nature just 
‘isn’t cool’. If you really get into it 
though, it can really light up your 
life. It has helped me a lot, having 
a place to relax, to be curious, 
creative, observant, to switch off 

│  Rewilding  │

and watch how the tapestry of 
life weaves together and I’d love 
generations to come to enjoy this 
as well.        

As I’ve said I think rewilding is 
such an important idea and I want 
to help make this happen, but what 
can I do as a 13 year old with just a 
small garden?

A really important part of rewilding 
is actually connecting people back 
with nature so they are interested 
and want to help protect it. At my 
school the things that are cool are 
football and celebrities, but not the 
important stuff like nature. As it 
wasn’t easy to talk about my nature 
exploits, as people would just make 
fun of me, I decided to start a blog. 
I’ve been really pleased but very 
surprised how many people like it 
and I think in a small way I’ve been 
able to reconnect some people with 
nature through my blog. Ironically 
that has extended to some of my 
school friends as I’ve been in the 
paper a few times and on the radio 
so when they’ve seen that I’ve been 
able to talk to them about nature.

As a family we do things in our 
garden too. It’s not totally wild 
but we compost, we have a pile 
of sticks and logs that are left 
to decay, we don’t use artificial 
pesticides or fertilizers, and we try 
to plant things that are good for 
and help to attract bugs, butterflies 
and bees, not to mention a pretty 
good assortment of garden birds. 
Our garden is small but it has a lot 
of wildlife in it.

I think that the small acts like 
these will add up and could be 
just as important as the big acts 
like reintroducing lost species, if 
everyone got on board.
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UNDERRATED SPECIES

Deer are charismatic mammals and a firm favourite with the public. 
Whether it’s red deer fiercely rutting in the glens of Scotland or 
large herds of fallow deer roaming grand parklands. Despite this, the 

roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) tends to be overshadowed by their mighty 
cousins. Roe don’t have a spectacular rut and spend most of their time 
alone, warily roaming woodlands and dense undergrowth. They usually 
remain out of sight and are very flighty if they sense a human’s presence. 
Their antlers aren’t as impressive as the larger species either and they are 
mostly active between the hours of dusk and dawn so they aren’t exactly 
the first choice for wildlife film-makers.

ROE DEER
Capreolus capreolus

- 14 -

Words by Elliot Dowding

On top of that, they aren’t always seen in the most 
positive light by the forestry industry or even by the 
conservation sector due to their relentless nibbling 
of saplings and new shoots. This isn’t a problem 
restricted to roe of course, all deer are problematic 
these days due to their unsustainably large populations 
which aren’t being naturally controlled by predators. 
However, unlike fallow, sika and muntjac deer, roe are 
at least native to this country, as are red deer, so they 
do have a valid role in the ecosystem.

From mid-July through August they conduct their 
rut and it is during this period of high summer 
that their barking calls can be heard in the woods, 
with males parading in clearings with their knobbly 
antlers covered in grass and leaves. Once mated, the 
females delay their fertilised egg from implanting in 
the uterus until January, presumably to avoid giving 
birth at the beginning of winter. Due to this delay 
they birth their fawns in May and June. The white-
speckled young fawns are both very vulnerable 
and very cute, it is this species that the 
original Bambi belongs to in the books 
(the Disney film changed him to a 
white-tailed deer, a North 
American species).

Although they are secretive, it is apparent these days 
that roe are widespread and common throughout 
Britain (except parts of Wales), but this hasn’t always 
been the case. Due to over-hunting and a huge 
reduction in woodland cover in England, roe deer 
actually became extinct in all but the very far north 
of England and Scotland by the 18th century. Thanks 
to multiple re-introductions in the Victorian era and 
an increase in forestry in the 20th century they re-
colonised the country.

Despite not being as impressive as red or fallow deer, 
roe should certainly not be overlooked for they have a 
distinctive charm all of their own. It can be a glimpse 
of a white rump retreating through the trees, a 
curious face peeking out of the undergrowth or even 
a cautious individual browsing in a quiet corner of a 

suburban park. An encounter with these 
underrated deer can’t fail to bring 

a smile to your 
lips.

│ Roe Deer  │
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REWILDING: 
the Future of Beavers 

in Scotland

- 16 -

The Eurasian beaver, Castor fiber, has 
been absent from the United Kingdom 
for the last 400 years after human 

overexploitation drove them to extinction. The 
role of humans in the beaver’s extinction provides 
a strong moral argument for their reintroduction, 
but perhaps more compelling a reason to bring 
them back is the beaver’s role as an ecosystem 
engineer. The Scottish Beaver Trial represents the 
first licensed release of a mammal species in UK 
history and lessons learnt will hopefully pave the 
way for other rewilding projects in the future.

While in some cases, species based conservation 
may be a less desirable option than the restoration 
of an ecosystem as a whole, the reintroduction 
of a keystone species, such as the beaver, can 
be a useful tool for conservation in itself. By 
constructing dams, beavers manage water levels, 
creating wetland habitat as well as improving 
water quality by trapping sediments and 
nutrients. By slowing the flow of water, damming 
can also reduce downstream flood risk. Despite 
the common misconception, beavers do not eat 
fish, but are entirely herbivorous. Tree felling 
activity acts as coppice management, stimulating 
regeneration, promoting ground flora and 
increasing the structural diversity of woodland. 
Bringing beavers back into our countryside 
could have huge benefits for wildlife and people. 
However, the desire to reintroduce beavers must 
be balanced against concerns, particularly from 
within the agricultural, forestry and fishing sectors, 
about their potential detrimental impacts. This 
formed the rationale behind the Scottish Beaver 
Trial, a five-year trial reintroduction to assess the 
environmental and socio-economic impacts that 
beavers would be likely to have if reintroduced 

│  Beavers in Scotland  │
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across Scotland. Knapdale forest 
in Argyll was selected as a suitable 
site for the trial and four family 
groups, sourced from Norway, were 
introduced into the area in 2009.

Around the same time, a beaver 
population thought to have 
originated from escapees from a 
private collection, also become 
established in Tayside in central 
Scotland. These were permitted 
for the duration of the trial 
and monitored. Unfortunately, 
the arrival of these beavers has 
fuelled controversies over their 
wider reintroduction and led, in 
some cases, to their persecution. 
Nevertheless, at the conclusion 
of the trial period, the Scottish 
Government decided to formally 
recognise the Eurasian beaver 
as a native species, with both 
populations in Argyll and Tayside 
allowed to remain in the wild. 

Volunteering as an Assistant 
Ranger for the Scottish Wildlife 
Trust at Loch of the Lowes in 
Perthshire, I have been lucky 
enough to help monitor the 
Tayside beavers and their impacts. 
Studying feeding signs around 
the loch has indicated that most 
felling activity is within 5m of 
the water’s edge, with the beavers 

showing a preference for tree 
species including rowan, hazel and 
willow. Monitoring the beavers 
using camera traps showed that the 
family at Lowes has successfully 
raised two kits this year. 

I have also had the opportunity to 
visit Knapdale to carry out field 
sign surveys which will inform 
the current project aimed at 
using translocations to enhance 
the population. It is hoped 
that reinforcing the Knapdale 
population will facilitate natural 
dispersal, which will eventually 
connect the populations in 
Knapdale and Tayside ensuring 
their long-term viability. 

While beavers have perceived 
negative consequences for humans 
and their reintroduction remains 
controversial, given time, humans 
will hopefully learn to live alongside 
these creatures that should have 
been here all along. Hopefully, as 
beavers become more common, 
misconceptions will be replaced by 
an appreciation for them. Where 
conflicts do arise, beaver activities 
can be managed, for example, 
with the snappily named ‘beaver 
deceiver’ a flow device which 
prevents water backing up behind 
dams. 

Controversies over the 
reintroduction of beavers 
also raises questions over the 
relationship between humans and 
nature. Many people’s perception 
of what is natural is a far cry from 
the truth, with rapid species loss 
resulting in a reduced expectation 
of biodiversity compared to past 
generations. Rewilding aims to 
counteract this shifting baseline 
in perception and, if it is to 
be successful, will require the 
population at large to form deeper 
connections with the natural world 
and a greater understanding of our 
place within it. In conservation, 
the need to work at landscape 
scale is increasingly being 
recognised; a fragmented network 
of ever shrinking protected areas 
is insufficient to halt biodiversity 
loss. Therefore, the need to manage 
land for multiple objectives is ever 
more pressing. While this may lead 
to conflicts, it should also be seen 
as a real opportunity to reengage 
with the natural world and to work 
with nature rather than against it. 
But this needs to be done through 
education; consultation is key 
because rewilding is unlikely to be 
successful where people feel that 
it is thrust upon them. Perhaps, 
rewilding is as much about 
changing perceptions as it is about 
changing the countryside. 

│  Beavers in Scotland  │

Words and Images by Kate Blomfield
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SOUTH LONDON:

A Quest For Nature

Alienor Hammer uncovers the 

huge variety of w ildife in some 

unexpected places
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London: a bustling city, a 
concrete jungle. It doesn’t 
scream ‘nature’, does it? 

City dwellers rush from place 
to place, without a glance to the 
neighbouring wildlife. To find 
nature we need to go outside, 
in the countryside, right? That’s 
what I thought as well, until I 
started paying attention to my 
surroundings: the city is not 
lacking in parks or bird species, 
and there are almost as many trees 
as there are of us! So I stopped 
leaving London for my nature fix, 
and started looking closer to home: 
what I found blew my mind. 

The first place worth a mention is 
Isabella Plantation. It is located 
inside Richmond Park, a wildlife 
haven in itself frequented by 
photographers and families alike. 
But whilst Richmond Park is 
known by most, Isabella Plantation 
is not. An extraordinary woodland 
garden, it boasts more than a dozen 
species of azaleas, which bloom 
from April to mid-May, and what 
a sight it is! As you open the gates, 
rich colours give the impression of 
stepping into another world. Pinks, 
reds, purples mix together and 
never fail to awe, as children giggle 
in joy and adults stop at every 
bush to take more photographs 
of the enthralling flowers. Birds 
thrive there in the bushes and rare 
tree species: robins and jays hide 
amongst the Sorrel and Golden 

Larch as the visitors approach. The 
place is so magical, there is almost 
a reluctance to leave it, as if the city 
wasn’t as bright compared to the 
colourful explosion just witnessed.

Another unrivalled garden is 
Cannizaro Park, in Wimbledon. 
Not widely known, it is a favourite 
amongst young families and locals 
for a peaceful stroll. It is home to 
woodpeckers, parakeets, mandarin 
ducks, and of course, a host of grey 
squirrels. In addition, there are 
multiple rare tree species, such as 
the Hop Tree, the Pyrenean Oak, 
the Red Buckeye, and many more.  
In autumn, the whole park dons 
a rich red hue, the slow breeze 
making the fallen leaves rise into 
the ultimate dance before winter. 
The grey squirrels dart from place 
to place hiding their gifted peanuts, 
unaware of the observant crow 
which will dig up the nut right 
after its departure. Although this 
park might not boast rare animals, 
it reveals the mundane, everyday 
struggles of well-known species in 
all its splendour. 

But these two parks are not the 
only nature havens in London. In 
the noise and confusion of the city, 
Battersea Park is a breath of fresh 
air in the capital itself. Located not 
far from the iconic power station, 
it is home to many unexpected 
bird species. As you walk in, 
alleys of trees plunge you into an 

evergreen world, as parakeets fly 
past, twirling playfully in the 
trees.  The main path brings 
you near a small lake, the 
perfect environment 
for herons, coots, 
mallards and the 
occasional cormorant. 
On the side of the 
path is a garden, full of 
flowers and a pond where 
lotuses grow, bright specks 
of pure white and pink 
dotting the murky waters. 
The benches invite you to sit 
down and take in the sight, melt 
into the colours and smells as you 
forget your problems and live in 
the moment. 

So there you have it: nature is 
everywhere, you just need to 
look for it. London might 
be a concrete world, but 
it hides a treasure trove 
of wildlife spots, too 
many to keep count. 
That is why it is so 
special, because 
you never 
know where 
you might 
e n c o u n t e r 
s o m e t h i n g 
new, something 
you wouldn’t find 
anywhere else.  

│  A Quest For Nature  │
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More than one thousand years ago, white-tailed 
eagles were not a typical sight in our country’s 
lowlands. This is evidenced by place names derived 

from the birds’ former presence spanning 27 out of the 48 
ceremonial English counties, with Devon claiming the 
highest number of such localities (11). Archaeological 
remains of the species come from known wildlife 
hotspots such as the Somerset Levels, Humber Estuary 
and the East Anglian fens. Egg collection, persecution 
and deforestation eventually combined to eliminate the 
species’ British presence, with the last British breeders 
noted on Skye in 1916 and the very last individual shot 
in Shetland two years later.

In 1975, Rum became the chosen site for 82 eagles 
released gradually each year until 1985, when the first 
new chick fledged successfully. 58 eagles were released 
in Wester Ross from 1993-1998 and another 86 in Fife 
from 2007-2012, in order for the North and East of 
Scotland respectively to host their own separate groups 
before hopefully linking up with each other and the West 
Coast birds. The Norwegian population was then the 
only one able to support the translocations, with other 
European ones having taken a hit from past pollution. 
In 2015, Orkney’s first pair of white-tailed eagles in 142 
years allowed the British population to reach the 100-
pair milestone. Arguably the best place to see this species 
in Britain today is Mull, where each year its presence 
generates £5m and supports approximately 110 jobs. 
Better still, visitor numbers were shown to be robust to 
hard financial times by remaining relatively unchanged 
during the recession that occurred in the late noughties. 
Their popular alternative name of “sea eagle” is actually 
nothing more than an unhelpful sobriquet, as their 
catholic diet makes a maritime distribution unnecessary. 
The Caledonian forests could support their own pairs 
using trees for nesting and large clearings for hunting, 
hence the plans for Scottish population connectivity to 
occur over both land and sea.

An English reintroduction study began in 2006,  
eventually concluding that Suffolk offered the best 
lowland and wetland habitat for such an endeavour. 
Poland’s booming white-tailed eagle population was set 
to be the source from which 75 birds would be released 
along the Suffolk coast over five years. The RSPB and 
Natural England led the project, claiming that future 
avian participants would mainly scavenge and take live 

Would th e Return of th e  
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rabbits and fish. These claims did not prevent uproar in the 
farming community, with farmers mostly worried about 
losing livestock as prey, reduced livestock productivity 
from eagle-induced stress and having to run farms with 
reduced spatial freedom when the eagles were nesting. 
Natural England later pulled out of the project due to 
government cuts that would have made the estimated 
£600,000 cost unaffordable. Despite this setback, no 
other concern was deemed uncomfortably big, so the 
RSPB vowed to count the cancelled project as postponed 
rather than permanently scrapped.

The question now is what will happen in the future? 
If the project were to be restarted, the final cost would 
be very high, but surely not as expensive as forking 
out for a whole new nature reserve and its subsequent 
maintenance. As for the farmers’ fears, it may be true 
that their outdoor rearing methods for livestock are 
not present in other countries where the eagles live, but 
the opportunity for them to earn large amounts from 
ecotourists seeking bed and breakfast accommodation 
would be immense, alongside day trippers wanting fresh 
farm produce, souvenirs etc. The Scottish eagles have 
also been observed ignoring domestic animals to favour 
wild targets even when the former were first in the birds’ 
path, and nearly all “lost” Scottish lambs were dead or 
terminally ill to begin with, so concerns might not be so 
well-founded, and any isolated, genuine losses could be 
covered by compensation. It could also be conjectured 
that the eagles might do something towards controlling 
deer numbers, which would allow woodland vegetation to 
thicken up and thus form valuable extra habitat for birds 
such as imperilled nightingales, in turn creating impetus 
for future beneficial rewilding projects, and further 
cementing East Anglia’s status as a wildlife haven. The 
major stumbling block that would be almost impossible 
to see going away would be persecution (almost certainly 
accompanied by fallacious claims that the birds were 
non-native), from unconvinced farmers and grouse 
moor owners, although the latter would likely threaten 
only wandering juveniles if Suffolk were the release site 
(not the case for another potentially favourable spot, the 
Lake District). In summary therefore, white-tailed eagles 
would probably be welcomed by the majority in England, 
but perhaps a smaller number of birds, say 30, should be 
released in total and maybe supplemented later, as the 
operation would still be serious and tensions could take a 
while to fall to manageable levels.

│  White-Tailed Eagle  │
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│  A Wild Decade  │
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Despite the name of this esteemed magazine, 
nature is, of course, nothing new. What is 
new is the upsurge in young people who care 

about nature building their own organisations, 
campaigns, initiatives and publications to connect 
with each other and to save wildlife. There’s a new 
sense, inspired by the examples of their peers, 
that they don’t need someone else to give them 
permission. Today’s young nature lovers are doing 
it for themselves.

My own part in this growing movement began 
a decade ago. In my early 20s I started reading 
more about the threat of climate change. I turned 
vegetarian, in part to spite my despairing parents 
whose already-limited cooking skills were further 
challenged by this culinary curveball. But soon my 
subscription to the Ecologist magazine, and my 
soapboxing about the conspiracies masterminded 
by toothpaste companies to poison us with 
chemicals they didn’t even put on the boxes had 
transformed. They were turned into environmental 
activism, at least by my definition of it. I decided it 
was time to do something about what I saw as the 
greatest threat to the planet: climate change.

Of course, I’ve loved wildlife since a very young 
age. As a five or six year old I was already doing my 
best to birdwatch at every opportunity that I got. 

But it was only later that I spotted the obvious 
dovetail between my love of animals and the 
environmental degradation. Climate change 
loomed on the horizon, far bigger than the worries 
of getting a job or a home, or even passing my 
degree. If I learned one thing during my time at 
university it was that I had found my calling. 

But things really got going when I joined the 
newly-established UK Youth Climate Coalition 
(UKYCC) in 2008. It was a steep learning curve but 
one that I will never regret putting myself through. 
The people I met during that period went on to 
set up some of the most innovative and exciting 
environmental organisations and campaigns in 
the UK today and to be recognised with serious 
acclaim for their efforts. I felt like I was at the 
heart of something truly historic, and I still believe 
that I was. Along with young people across the 
world, the international youth climate movement 
has influenced the UN climate negotiations and 
provided a home for young people across the world 
concerned about the impacts of climate change.

The End of a Wild Decade
the anatomy of a journey into Climate and wildlife aCtivism

Words by Matt Williams, outgoing Associate Director of A Focus on Nature
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After five years with the 
organisation I was lucky enough to 
become one of its Co-Directors for 
a year, before finally stepping back 
in 2013.  We worked together on 
one of the biggest challenges facing 
our generation. UKYCC’s roots lay 
in its youth and intergenerational 
angle. The organisation was born 
from the knot of problems facing 
under-30s today. 

I am very proud to have played 
a small role in its history to date. 
The threat of climate change is no 
less today than it has been. In fact 
the need for UKYCC is probably 
greater now than it ever has been. 
It was as my time with UKYCC 
was drawing to a close that I began 
to realise that my newly-learned 
activism could be put to use as 
much for wildlife as it could for 
climate change. In fact, climate 
change is the greatest threat facing 
wildlife on this planet, the two 
problems are deeply related. In the 
UK, one of the most inspirational 
young women you could wish to 
meet, Lucy McRobert, had already 
realised that young people’s love 
of wildlife was not being well 
catered for. She spotted a gap in 
the market where social media and 

a new wave of youth enthusiasts 
could be brought together on an 
unprecedented scale. And so, A 
Focus on Nature was born.

I became loosely involved in 
AFON in 2012. We quickly came 
to realise that AFON could be 
more than just a facebook group 
and a scheme for giving out 
binoculars to young people – as 
important as those things are in 
themselves – and that it could even 

"I decided it was time 

to do something about 

what I saw as the 

greatest threat to the 

planet: climate change.”
be more than a mentoring scheme. 
We came up with a vision of an 
organisation that, like UKYCC, 
would give young people who care 
about nature a voice.

A Focus on Nature has been at 
the forefront of a surge in youth-
led organisations that are fighting 
for wildlife. New Nature is another 
member of this important family. I 

believe that this movement is more 
important today than ever. It still 
fills the gap (between the ages of 
roughly 16-30) that has largely been 
neglected by the large conservation 
NGOs.  It’s important too because 
of the threats facing nature. That’s 
why we published our Vision for 
Nature report a year ago, and why 
we’re running the Now for Nature 
campaign today. 

In our report we 
set out the 
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future young people want to see 
for the natural world. Through the 
Now for Nature campaign we are 
celebrating the young people who 
are leading by example and making 
this vision a reality. Our political 
and business leaders need an 
example to follow, for the fate of 
nature has never looked more bleak 
or uncertain, at least from some 

angles. The prospect of Brexit 
raises many questions 

over the way our 
c o u n t r y s i d e 

is managed. The threats nature 
faces, not least of which climate 
change, are causing worse damage 
to wildlife than ever before. 
Young people, who will suffer the 
consequences of these declines, 
need their voices to be heard.

But alongside this, AFON 
continues to be a community for 
young people where they can share 
their love of wildlife in a safe space 
and can select a mentor who can 
help them to pursue a career in 
nature conservation.

Now, I’m leaving it all behind. 
Not just A Focus on Nature, but 
being at the head of youth-led 
organisations. I’ll turn 31 shortly 
and while I can continue to support 
youth causes, I can’t legitimately 
continue to speak for young people. 

For the next decade, I need to 
find a new way of channelling my 
passion for the environment. I need 
to re-centre and reorient myself. 
In part because one of the most 
important lessons I have learned 
is that trying to go full-throttle, 
working on these causes in my 
spare time alongside a day job, can 
cause burnout. At times I’ve taken 

an unsustainable approach. It has 
cost me in stress and compounding 
mental health problems I was 
suffering from. You can’t save the 
world if you can’t even look after 
yourself properly. But I’ve also 
been lucky that some of the young 
people who love wildlife are also 
passionate advocates about mental 
health. Their bravery is making it 
ok for the rest of us to be honest 
about these things.

So the next decade will be about 
slowing down somewhat and 
looking after myself more. What 
exactly I do next remains a 
question mark. But what remains 
without question in my mind is 
that nature needs young people 
now more than ever. The young 
people who publish, write and read 
this magazine and many others, 
who care about nature. You have 
a unique voice because you will 
inherit the world shaped by today’s 
decisions. And you deserve for 
that world to be flourishing with 
wildlife. So whatever you can do, 
take action to help wildlife for 
other young people and for future 
generations. Trust me, you won’t 
regret it.

│  A Wild Decade  │
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What has led you to write this book 
now?

Well it has been building for quite 
some time now. As a naturalist, I am 
sick of listening to the arguments 
and counter-arguments for and 
against the idea of introducing 
animals back to the UK that 
we have done our best since the 
Victorian times to eliminate. It 
kind of made sense to me that the 
reason why nobody cares to find 
any common ground is because 
we have lived without them for 
so long, and most of the people 
coming up with these arguments 
have never spent any time in the 
presence of these animals because 
they have been so long gone. We 
seem to be under the illusion 
that everything is just ticking 
along nicely, but anyone in nature 
conservation will tell you exactly 
the opposite, and the fact that it is 
vitally important to all of us is not 
reflected in the current political 
situation. We’re much more 
obsessed with larger, seemingly 
more dramatic stories. But actually, 
this underpins it all and it occurred 
to me that the simple things I 
have been pedalling all my career, 
basic curiosity, life fulfilment 

and interacting with stuff, is 
more than just a hobby. Being a 
10-year-old is really important. 
This book is about reconnecting 
us, on a personal level, to the world 
around us. It’s important for your 
curiosity to eliminate boredom; in 
the process you learn life lessons 
and you find an unstructured 
therapeutic environment in which 
to heal yourself, because one of the 
biggest issues we have at current 
is our generation are the first to 
be looking at the future where we 
have a longer life expectancy than 
our children. Now that should be 
enough to wake people up. We 
are getting fatter, more obese, 
more diseased, and more mentally 
insecure by the day and time in 
nature has been proven to be the 
cure for all those things. Also in 
doing so, you value nature in a 
different way. You can’t put pound 
and pence to it, but it gives you 
value, and then you look after it 
and protect it. And overall that’s 
what this book is all about; it starts 
at a really basic level which shows 
people how to engage with the 
world around them, giving them 
the tools to continue.

So effectively are you aiming for 
rewilding on a domestic scale?

Well that’s it really. All this stuff 
about beavers, lynx, wolves and 
bears is so exotic to many people 
that most of us can’t have a 
meaningful conversation about 
it unless you happen to be a wolf 
or lynx expert, so yeah, it’s like 
the rewilding start. If you can’t 
let your lawn grow long or you 
can’t plant some suitable flowers 
in your garden then what will be 
your ability to accept the fact there 
might be some large predators 
running free in the landscape in the 
near future? Even rodents. If you’re 
never going to let trees grow wild 
then you’re never going to accept a 
beaver. Rewildling is so important, 
but it’s getting that message across. 
You have your basic toolkit and the 
world in which you live, the world 
you actually engage with or don’t 
engage with. My idea was to help 
people engage with that world 
around them and then they can 
build on that with experience.

What’s the difference between this 
proposal and the general traditional 
conservation methods we often hear 
about?

Nick Baker
ReWild: the art of 

returning to nature

Alex Pearce gets to grips w ith Nick 

Baker’s new insightful book and the 

inspiration behind it

Traditional conservation methods 
don’t work, let’s face it. We 
are haemorrhaging, not just 
biodiversity, but bioabundance 
as well. When you talk about 
bats, birds, moths, butterflies –  
everything is declining. Nature 
reserves are important as stepping 
stones of biodiversity that can then 
leach out and colonise the rest of 
the country. But for most of us, 
having a nature reserve becomes 
almost a commodity that we buy 
into. You can’t go into this reserve 
or that reserve unless you’re a 
member of something. That works 
to an extent, but we need to make 
nature more accessible – something 
that’s integrated and integral to 
our existence. And that’s what 
this is about; appreciating the 
little things, from the spider under 
your stairs to the blue tits on your 
feeders or the snail down the park. 
That’s how I started; just a small 
boy poking around in a pond with 
my nan, and I didn’t think that was 
anything major at the time. It was 
exciting in my world, but I had no 
idea it was going to be something 
which would mean so much later 
in life. I didn’t realise I would be 
teaching other 10-year olds how to 
be 10 again. I want to encourage 
and empower people, not just kids, 
but grown-ups as well, because if 
an adult can’t do it they aren’t going 
to be able to pass it on to the kids. 

Talking about all generations, how 
would you implement such a mental 
shift to people who don’t have that 
natural desire at any age?

The only way of implementing it is 
to do it; to look past the snobbery 
and the jargon. I support the idea 
of the Natural History GSCE, 
it would be brilliant, but also the 
Wildlife Trusts campaign to make 

every child wild. It’s an hour a 
week of outside activities with the 
kids, if you make that part of the 
educational process, then you have 
started something. You can wait 
for the education establishment 
to catch up (some are already 
doing it, some are less keen or 
reluctant), but if you superimpose 
that with mentoring, so if you 
do it with parents, grandparents, 
aunts or uncles, you can take that 
responsibility. It doesn’t matter if 
you don’t know the names, just get 
out there and start that process. 
Get out of your door, out of your 
comfort zone and into something; 
it’s there to be had and its free if 
you want it.

You mentioned earlier about relating 
rewilding to big predators and the 
fact we need to scale it back, but do 
you think that type of large predator 
rewilding is currently appropriate for 
a country that is so fragmented? 

I think it is realistic. If you go to 
the places where this is happening 
there is a lot of friction, but there 
are places where it is happening. 
It comes with understanding and 
education. It is a bigger stretch to 
talk about wolves and bears and 
it’s a lot easier to talk about pine 
martens and hen harriers, smaller 
things. There are butterflies that 
have vanished, they aren’t keystone 
species, they don’t have knock 
on ecological consequences, but 
they are important. The large 
and small-scale rewilding can 
go on together side by side. I 
know the lynx reintroductions 
are already on the way. 
 Beavers are the interesting one; 
I saw a headline about a beaver 
population that had turned up in 
Scotland and the headline was 
“Illegal beavers must be moved”, 

but on the same website they also 
talked about more extreme weather 
in the coming winter which 
could lead to further flooding 
and displacement of people and I 
thought “Well hang on a minute! 
You can’t criticise one and then 
moan at one of the solutions!” It isn’t 
just a bunch of environmentalists 
trying to fight for their corner, this 
is something of value for everybody 
and it beggars belief that we can 
be that ignorant about the place 
these animals should have in our 
environment. We are very good at 
polarising arguments, pro this and 
con that, but you need to look at a 
much bigger picture and then you 
will see there’s a lot of common 
sense of rewilding on any level.
 
What would someone thinking about 
purchasing your book get from it?

It’s a self-awareness I guess. It’s 
my own philosophy on life which 
I didn’t think was that important 
at the time but I have been 
encouraged to write it. It started 
off as a book about foraging but 
I quickly realised that every time 
you start a sentence you have to 
justify where you are coming from 
which meant you have to start 
talking about how you perceive the 
world. It’s a book that works its 
way through the senses, hopefully 
empowering people how to utilise 
these tools that we are all born 
with. It’s mixed up with anecdotes 
of my own personal experiences. 
Underneath it all is achievable 
things that anyone can get to grips 
with. 

Thanks Nick!

Nicks book ‘ReWild: The 

Art of Returning to 

Nature’ is out now. £16.99 

Aurum Press.

│  Nick Baker  │
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Although it is yet to happen, all of the rhetoric 
would suggest that the nature of land 
management subsidies in Britain will change 

significantly post-Brexit. The likelihood is that 
‘pillar one’ payments will shift from being based on 
the amount of land owned by a claimant, towards 
payments for works that engender environmental 
gains. Your guess is as good as mine when it comes to 
the impact these and other Brexit related changes will 
have on who owns land in Britain, what is produced 
and how much more (or less) land is left to go fallow. 
A further question has to be what role, if any, will 
rewilding play in a future British land management 
policy and what impact might this have on farming 
and farmers? 

Rewilding probably isn’t at the forefront of most 
farmers’ minds when they think of the myriad of 
challenges they face moving forwards. However, there 
is a growing awareness of it, and it is greeted with 
mixed responses, often negative. Majority opinion 
sees it as a strange, dangerous, ‘urban’ derived idea 
that goes against generations of management. The 
vast majority of farmers accept that the overall state 
of nature in Britain could be, and indeed needs to be, 
improved and that dedicated conservation practice 
is required to improve condition and abundance of 
various habitats and to boost numbers of threatened 
species. However, you will find very few who believe 
that rewilding is the answer. Livestock farmers are 
sceptical about species reintroductions, especially of 
apex predators, and point to the economic and cultural 

benefits of running stock on the land, especially when 
it comes to maintaining open landscapes. 

Scepticism of rewilding amongst farmers is partly 
driven by a general concern for change and partly by 
the scarcity of radical thinkers across the industry. At 
a time when there is such uncertainty few farmers 
want the supposedly radical agenda championed 
by rewilders. Farmers, quite understandably, see 
themselves first and foremost as food producers, and 
whilst many have multiple elements to their businesses 
and have embraced tourism and alternative revenue 
streams, they want to remain food producers. Being 
paid by the taxpayer to stop farming the land and 
instead become custodians of a rewilded landscape 
is not the preferred vision for the vast majority of 
upland farmers.  
 
In my view, a key problem of the rewilding movement 
to date has been constructing an ‘environmental 
movement’ rather than a debate regarding land 
management. The rhetoric has been overly aggressive 
at times and has resulted in farmers on the defensive 
against a ‘rewilding fraternity’ made up principally of 
the ‘environmental lobby’. The proposed introduction 
of lynx to Kielder Forest has pitted the National 
Sheep Association against the Lynx (UK) Trust and 
led inevitably to each side digging in heels, rather 
than looking at ways towards compromise that could 
improve both the environment and people’s lives. If 
rewilding is to be successful it must avoid ideological 
assumptions, and instead be pragmatic and engage 

Farmers must be part of the 
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widely. Rewilders must place people at the heart of 
the movement, integrated within a wider framework 
of wildness that is suitable for rural communities 
in the 21st century. As Marc Bekoff has suggested, 
rewilding should be just as much about ‘rewilding our 
hearts’ as rewilding the landscape. People must not be 
forgotten. With this in mind, farmers need to be at 
the heart of rewilding conversations. 
  
Last year I attended a rewilding event in Dorset. There 
were presentations on species reintroduction, water 
catchment management and habitat restoration. 
In the afternoon, somebody asked – ‘’can you raise 
your arm if you are a farmer?’’ The response was two, 
perhaps three hands going up, which suggested a 
lot about the number of farmers engaged with the 
subject. True, silage making was in full swing at the 
time and farmers are busy people, but you get my 
point. Without involving farmers directly in the 
conversations around rewilding, the form it takes will 
be less likely to be accepted by them. 

Regardless of whether rewilding forms an explicit 
part of a future agricultural policy, farmers should not 
disregard it completely. In an age when the survival of 
a farm business means thinking outside the box, and 
looking to diverse and alternative revenue streams, 
the rewilding ‘brand’ has a certain attraction for some. 
Charlie Burrell at the Knepp Estate is widely held up 
as an example of a landowner who has gone through 
this process and created a brand that has transformed 
his business. He still produces food, but the business 

is now, in his view, more sustainable in the long term. 
However, it is unlikely that many farmers would be 
able to emulate the Knepp model, and it would be a 
risk to do so. Tenant farmers, who are often forgotten 
in rewilding debates, rarely have the ability to act 
so dramatically in the long term, unless they have a 
sympathetic landlord. Their business must be driven 
by short to medium term thinking, most of which 
is driven by gross margin forecasts for crops and 
livestock, rather than subsidy receipts. 

Returning to my original question, what role, if 
any, will rewilding play in a future British land 
management policy and what impact might this 
have on farming and farmers? What is perhaps more 
important to ask is whether it should be part of such 
a policy?

I don’t believe that it would be useful to integrate it 
into a new land use policy, because if rewilding is to 
be successful it needs to be carried out consensually 
and with a degree of local experimentation and 
partnership. There is the potential for sympathetic 
farmers and landowners to partner with others in 
innovative rewilding projects. Such projects must 
be inclusive and, by definition, act for the long term. 
This will only happen if all parties are engaged and 
we embrace ecological innovation together. Farmers 
must be part of the rewilding conversation. 

│  Farmers and Rewilding  │

Words by Ben Eagle
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LYNX REINTRODUCTION

Words by Peter Cooper

LYNX REINTRODUCTION The reintroduction of missing 
species to the UK, re-filling 
the lost pieces in the jigsaw 

of our ecology, is an inspiring and 
powerful conservation strategy. 
Perhaps none produce quite as 
much reaction as the proposals 
to restore the large mammalian 
carnivores – the bear, wolf, or lynx. 
But many often forget that nature 
conservation is just as much a 
social science as it is an ecological 
one, and it’s for this reason that the 
proposals can so quickly flounder 
if not taken with the due care and 
seriousness they deserve.

A few months ago, I wrote an 
article on my blog that summarised 
the issues a small UK charity 
were creating in its attempts to 
reintroduce the Lynx to Britain. 
The Lynx UK Trust has faced a 
huge backlash in Kielder Forest 
where they have applied for licenses 
from Natural England to release 
the animals, largely due to their 
poor communication methods to 
local stakeholders. 

Despite this, a lot of the wider 
public seem unaware of the 
difficulties (or as some would 
describe, chaos) going on behind 
the scenes, due to the Trust’s 
habit of announcing their latest 
plans through press releases to 
the mainstream media channels; 
casting illusion on the reality of the 
matter, and entrenching resistance 
to any more thoughtfully-planned 
reintroduction in the future from 
those who may need further 
convincing.

I was surprised at how widely 
it reached, and to date has 
been the only thing I’ve seen 
both environmental journalist 
George Monbiot and the head 

of the Countryside Alliance, Tim 
Bonner, agree upon! What this 
clearly shows is the key for any 
reintroduction success is consensus. 
In this case, that these projects 
cannot be approached with an 
attitude that is poorly woven into 
the local community, disregarding 
of the concerns of others, and more 
focused on fast-tracking work for 
the attention, rather than realising 
what’s best for both the animals 
released and the people that live 
there.

For some conservationists, it 
can seem frustrating when other 
stakeholders – frequently the 
farming lobby – do not appear to 
register the benefits that carnivores 
can bring to the local ecosystem 
(such as reducing deer over-
browsing), or apparently over-
exaggerate the costs. 

What needs to be understood 
is that these are issues that are 
being approached from a different 
mind-set, focused on maintaining 
a working landscape in an already 
fragile economic climate. Any 
perceived attempt from ‘outsiders’ 
to subvert this will therefore 
understandably be received with 
scepticism, and, if done badly, 
contempt. A recent interview 
with a Kielder sheep farmer in 
the Scotsman reflects these views, 
which are likely to now be firmly set 
to anti-lynx across the community 
as a result of the Trust’s approach. 

Failure to truly take on board 
the thoughts of other land-users 
and residents in the areas where 
reintroductions are proposed will 
almost certainly backfire, such as in 
the Republic of Ireland, where over 
20% of reintroduced white-tailed 
eagles were illegally poisoned 

in the first year. But when done 
well, they can pay dividends. The 
Vincent Wildlife Trust’s pine 
marten recovery programme in 
mid-Wales is widely held as a 
successful carnivore release project, 
due to the time-consuming but 
worthwhile groundwork talking 
to local farmers, foresters and 
gamekeepers beforehand, and 
then including them within the 
framework of the project. 

The concept of restoring the lynx to 
Britain is here to stay, and I believe 
it is entirely possible it may well 
happen in the lifetime of much 
of New Nature’s readership. But I 
also suspect that progress will take 
much longer if case studies in bad 
approach such as the Lynx Trust 
debacle continue to occur, as it 
only creates an unfair precedent. 
Any truly efficient project will 
appear a painfully slow process 
compared to what some of the 
people at the Lynx Trust seem to 
want – rather than blazoned news 
articles about releases within the 
year, it would instead be years of 
carefully designed consultations, 
safeguarding and multi-group 
planning. 

But in a landscape where no living 
memory recalls large carnivores 
in the countryside, adapting to 
this new dynamic cannot be 
taken trivially. I don’t think lynx 
reintroduction should be thrown 
into the bin, but it requires all the 
baby-steps it deserves if it is to be 
reality.

You can find Peter’s 

original blog on 

www.petecooperwildlife.com

│  Lynx Reintroduction  │
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This year we have created a Wild Writers group 
where students have the freedom to be creative, 
without the constraints of exam pressure, about 
whatever topics they desire. Amongst our group we 
have budding naturalists, gardeners, photographers, 
journalists and novelists – a wonderful eclectic 
mix of students of different ages coming together 
every Monday lunchtime to write, share ideas and 
photographs, read aloud their stories, and on a 
couple of occasions watch film to promote debate.

We watched Project Wild Thing as an introduction to 
the benefits of time outdoors, and to get the group 
thinking about how much time they spend attached 
to technology, on social media, and avoiding ‘wild’ 
time. Watching the film created some interesting 

Pupils at Calderstones enjoy the benefits of a 
school allotment and garden, our Green Corner, 
where they can grow plants, flowers and food 

produce. They can walk through our wildflower 
meadow and woodland, train to be a Junior 
Beekeeper at our apiary, and read in our outdoor 
classroom next to the pond. Despite being situated 
in the middle of the city, we are lucky to have such 
natural spaces in our school grounds for outdoor 
learning, and places where we can create habitats 
for our visiting wildlife. We have ECO leaders 
who wear a green stripe through their school tie to 
demonstrate their commitment and passion for the 
natural world when in school, being actively involved 
in community and charity projects, and supporting 
primary pupils when they visit – something we are 
very proud of.

Wild Writers’
views on

‘Project Wild Thing’
Emma Taylor Johnson, an English Teacher from Calderstones School in L iverpool, tells us about 

how pupils are encouraged to connect w ith nature  

│  Wild Writers  │
and in some cases surprising responses. Thankfully not all of 
our young pupils are as attached to their phones as we are led 
to believe. Daisy and Daniel revealed their thoughts…

“I enjoyed ‘Project Wild Thing’ because it was funny, but it 
introduced some facts that made me think that I’m becoming 
a robot and need to get out of the house to show that we 
have no fear (of the outdoors) and that nature is important. 
I need to stop staying inside or I’ll become antisocial and 
really insecure. The host, David Bond, is a dad himself and 
expressed worry for his children – this made me empathise 
with him. He showed studies with hospital patients who had 
a view of nature recovered faster and better than patients who 
had no view. This shows us how important nature is. I think 
that the documentary is a great way to show off nature. It 
displays the beauty and dangers of nature, that we shouldn’t 
waste it – but enjoy it!” Daisy Lindsay

“Nature is a very important thing in life, we should cherish 
it and help it. It is a competition now between television, 
technology and nature. Not many people are connected with 
nature. Instead around 90% of the time children are indoors 
watching TV. 10% of children do adventurous things that are 
fun and exciting at the same time. However, this is just my 
opinion and estimation.

Your brain is linked to nature. Nature gives you more 
imagination, confidence and enthusiasm. It is better outside 
than inside. While you are inside you are damaging your 
eyesight by staring at a phone or TV for a long time. While 
you are outside you are using your imagination, exploring new 
places, new things and seeing how plants grow. Compared to 
TV you won’t pick up any unnecessary language or develop 
a really negative approach to nature. Adults and children can 
have good relationships, expand their minds and have an 
amazing time together in nature. 

‘Project Wild Thing’  is part of a campaign to get more children 
out and about to local parks, and to meet new people. David 
Bond had the idea to create an app for people to use, to find 
natural places to go to, and in return you are allowed infinite 
amount of time together in the fresh air. People using the 
app will help care for nature which will make a better society.

In my opinion it is a good attempt to get kids linked up with 
the outdoors, but the reality is nature is all around us. We 
shouldn’t have to use an app to go find a dedicated nature 
area. Kids shouldn’t have to spend money to learn about 
nature.” Daniel Sanderson 

Follow the group on Tw itter @CaldiesECO

Daisy Lindsay
My name is Daisy and I am 13. I 
am a year 9 pupil at Calderstones 
School in Liverpool. I love nature, 
and writing horror stories. At 
school I am an Eco Leader, I help 
look after the Green Corner and 
help with eco events. My favourite 
outdoor activity is planting flowers 
and fruit – it feels so good when 
you see something you created 
grow and flourish!

Daniel Sanderson
I’m Daniel, I’m 14 and I am a 
student at Calderstones School. 
I’m a member of the Wild Writers 
club at school because everyone 
should be dedicated to nature. I 
love writing as it’s fun, exciting 
and there are a lot of things to 
write about. I am happy to write 
for New Nature so that I can share 
my opinions and passions.

Pupil Biographies
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Species reintroductions aren’t novel conservation 
practices, they are established techniques for 
conservationists. So, what is rewilding? Rewilding 

is the reintroduction of a species into an ecosystem in 
which it once existed, but has long been absent. For 
example, when beavers were released into Cornwall 
this summer, it could have been as long as 400 hundred 
years since the species was last in Cornish waters. 

Local extinctions and eradications 
are not unique to beavers within 
Britain, many species have been 
lost from our landscape and indeed 
many are subject to rewilding 
campaigns. Species such as the 
lynx, wolf and bear are some of the 
more charismatic candidates. But 
others such as the spoonbill, pelican 
and osprey are being mentioned 
for assisted repopulating within 
the UK, all of which have actually 
made natural fleeting returns to 
Cornwall in the last 18 months.

The 400 hundred years since 
beavers were last present in 
Cornwall isn’t very long in the life 
cycle of the trees and the rivers 
that share the ecosystem with this 
species, but the last four centuries 
have seen some dramatic changes. 
400 hundred years ago beavers 
were hunted throughout the UK, 
prosecuted for their pelt and tail. 
They were particularly appealing 
to mistaken Christians who, 
wanting to abstain from eating 
meat on Fridays, saw the beaver 
as a loophole and considered it a 
fish. This all led to the extinction 
of wild beavers on the British Isles. 

There is still objection and resistance 
to its return of course, mostly by 
concerned landowners wary of 
increased flood risks in upland 
areas. Beavers are though generally 
more accepted for rewilding 
than larger species, especially the 
carnivorous taxa such as the large 
roaming wolf or the occasional 
‘lamb taking’ lynx. The argument 
for re-establishing beavers in the 
wider countryside is also aided by 
the existence of a small introduced 
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population in Scotland, which last 
year was granted wild status and 
legal protection. Beaver releases 
have also occurred in other parts of 
Europe and the ecosystem effects 
well studied. Closer to Cornwall, 
there are a few ‘wild’ beavers living 
in Devon, with seemingly little 
negative impacts thus far. Beavers 
are also more accepted because 
of the economic benefits of their 
presence that can be promoted, 
should the ecological argument fail 
to persuade. 

"A pair of beavers in Devon 

have significantly slowed 

floodwater, w ith the creation 

of 13 ponds retaining 650 

cubic metres of water.”
This summer a male and a female 
beaver were released into a fenced 
enclosure by the Cornwall Wildlife 
Trust. The enclosed area sits on 
private farmland above the village 
of Ladock. Ladock has been the 
victim of severe flooding in recent 
years, and the beaver release hopes 
to act as a trial for ‘natural’ flood 
attenuation. 

In recent years much of South 
West England, in particular, 
has been subject to flooding. 
Development on waterways and 
poor or disrupted irrigation are the 
usual blames. The cost of flooding 
is a huge drain on resources, and 
with climatic changes looming, 
the prevention of future floods is 
important for the economy and 
for those who are affected. This 

is where beavers are championed. 
This species is often regarded as a 
‘natural’ flood defence. They prefer 
to live in deeper waters so build 
dams and canals when released 
in order to pool flowing water. 
Of course, beaver rewilding isn’t 
the absolute solution to flooding, 
but in upland areas affected it is 
regarded as a contribution. 

Heavily monitored recent beaver 
reintroductions in England, despite 
their modest scale, have seen some 
pleasing and promising results. 
A pair of beavers in Devon have 
significantly slowed floodwater, 
with the creation of 13 ponds 
retaining 650 cubic metres of 
water. A similar effect is hoped for, 
and beginning to be seen after only 
the first two weeks in Cornwall, 
with the beavers there holding 
back 1000 metres of water. 

To view beavers back in Britain as 
purely cost reduced damn engineers 
aiding in flood prevention is doing 
the species an injustice. Beavers 
are more than just dam engineers, 
they are also ecosystem engineers. 
This means their presence, or 
absence from a habitat has 
cascading effects. Beaver assisted 
ponds create environments for 
fish, amphibians and invertebrate 
species; wet woodlands provide 
habitat for plant species and 
breeding grounds for otters. In 
400 years of beaver-less Britain, 
the requirements of much of our 
aligning biodiversity has remained 
the same, and the reintroduction of 
an absent engineer appears ready 
to provide these desired ecosystem 
features once again. 

│  Rewildling the Beaver  │

Words by Jack Hicks
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our Contributors

Alexandros Adamoulas
Alexandros is an Oxford University 
Biological Sciences graduate and 
keen birder. He hopes to forge a 
career involving the natural world, 
writing, or most preferably a 

combination of the two.

Tw itter: @F indMeARareBird

Alienor Hammer
Alienor is  currently studying 
environmental policy in London 
and is passionate about protecting 
nature. She also loves nature 

photography.

Instagram: alienor_jh

Kate Blomfield
Kate studied Ecology and 
Conservation at Lancaster University 
where she completed her dissertation 
in partnership with Butterfly 
Conservation. She volunteers for 
the Wildlife Trusts doing practical 
conservation and butterfly transects.

Matt Williams
Matt Williams is an environmentalist, 
nature writer and wildlife 
photographer. His podcast telling the 
stories of the people saving nature is 

at wildvoicesproject.org.

Tw itter: @mattadamw 

mattadamw illiams.co.uk

Ben Eagle
Ben is an environmental and 
agricultural writer from Essex. He 
divides his time between writing 
and working for his family farm. 
He also sits on the committee of A 
Focus on Nature, the UK’s largest 
youth nature network and presents 

the ‘Meet the Farmers’ podcast.

Tw itter: @benjy_eagle

www.thinkingcountry.com

Peter Cooper
Pete is the Devon Harvest Mouse 
Project Officer. He has worked 
with Derek Gow Consultancy on 
water vole and beaver releases, and 
is interested in reintroductions and 

human perceptions of them.

Tw itter @PeteMRCooper 

petecooperw ildlife.com

Check out our amazing young contributors and connect with them online!
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Jack Hicks
Jack is a Conservation and Biodiversity 
MSc graduate and has studied species 
in Africa, Borneo and the wilds 
of Cornwall. Jack now focuses on 
utilising his wildlife photography and 
social media to promote conservation.

Tw itter: @jackosapien

Instagram: @jackosapien

L inkedIn: Jack Hicks 

Zach Haynes
Zach is a passionate Yorkshire based 
naturalist, blogger and photographer. 
Aiming to raise awareness of the 
importance of the natural world he 

aspires to work in conservation.

Tw itter: @nerdboy386

Website: Yearofnature.blogspot.com
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